CITY OF MEDICINE HAT
GAS DISTRIBUTION
LOCATE RECORD FORM

Ticket #

Appointment for: Month: APRIL Day: 14 Year: 2021 Time: 9:30 AM

Requested by: HOMEOWNER Phone No. (000) 000-0000

Homeowner X Contractor

Contact Person: HOMEOWNER Phone No. (000) 000-0000

Locate Address: 13 HAT STREET SE

Type of Work: INSTALL FIRE PIT

Special Instructions: Fire pit install in back yard

Work Area: Lane Street Intersection Green Space Private Property X

WARNING:
- This locate is valid for 30 Calendar Days. If markings become obscured or if the work area changes a new locate must be obtained.
- The surface marking are only an approximate location of the buried facilities.
- The gas facilities must be exposed by hand digging or hydrovac before excavating with machinery and/or equipment within one meter of Gas Utility markings, except where high pressure lines are indicated below, then a crossing agreement will dictate requirements.
- The City of Medicine Hat Gas Utility will provide locates only for buried pipelines and services it owns. The excavator should have all other buried gas lines located using a qualified locate service.
- Grantee must follow all conditions prescribed by the locate, ground disturbance permit and/or any written agreements provided by the City of Medicine Hat.
- Do not install decks, sheds, fire pits, garages or other permanent structures within 1 meter of gas service.

Type of Line: Service Main Feeder Distribution Abandoned
Pressure Type: H.P. M.P. L.P. Cathodic / Scada
Method of Marking: Yellow Stake Flag Paint
Addendum Attached: Yes No
Locate Map Attached: Yes No

Please see attached map.

Locate Given By: GAS MAN

I acknowledge receipt of this Gas Utility Locate Record Form and have read and fully understand the warnings and conditions.

Customer’s Signature: X Print Name: X

Date Accepted: Month: APRIL Day: 14 Year: 2021 Time: 9:45AM

White Copy – Customer Yellow Copy – Gas Distribution